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About This Book: Squash offers your kid unparalleled benefit - opportunities to travel the world, top
colleges, a sport that can be enjoyed no matter what the weather, and a game where you don’t always need a
partner for practice. Plus: friendship, character building, and a lifetime of health and optimum fitness. Whether
you know squash or not; whether your kid is 2 or 18 and just starting out, or has a few years of squash
experience, this book offers a complete roadmap to all the game has to offer. You’ll find practical advice
ranging from the best age to get your kid started in squash, to pursuing a career in professional squash, to
finding ways squash players can give back to their communities. Gain insight into squash organizations. Have
fun along the way at the best squash camps and vacations. A book for every squash family!

Meet The Authors: Richard Millman is the Head Pro at Westchester Squash Club and former Director
of National Performance for the United States Squash Racquets Association. He coached the US national
squash team and the university team at Cornell. As a player, Richard was the Norfolk Champion a record eight
times, and a top 25 player on the ISPA world professional tour. Richard remains an active, enthusiastic player
and has won the US National Men's 30s, 35s and 40s Championships. Interviews with Richard have been
regularly featured in the media including The Journal News and Racquet Sports Industry magazine.
Interviews, Author Appearances and Speaking Engagements: Richard resides in Rye, NY and can be
contacted at 914.698.0095 ; richardo@yahoo.com
Georgetta Morque is a prolific sportswriter, and a former squash league player. She is the daughter of the late
Joe Lordi, a 1930s squash champion. Georgetta has fond childhood memories of squash, presenting trophies to
the winners of the tournament named in her Dad's honor.
Interviews, Author Appearances and Speaking Engagements: Georgetta resides in Rye, NY and can be
contacted at 914.921.5658 ; GLMorque@aol.com

Reviews: "Squash has become increasingly important for college admissions. Raising Big Smiling Squash
Kids is an excellent primer on how to get children involved in squash, when to let the pros take over and, most
importantly, how to ensure that children are having fun.”
WILL CARLIN, Former US No.1
"Millman & Morque have come to the aid of squash associations, clubs and programs around the world offering
a comprehensive roadmap for young squash players.”
KEVIN KLIPSTEIN, Chief Executive Officer, US Squash Racquets Association
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“The book helps students improve all aspects of their game tremendously and more importantly enjoy it!”
MARK TALBOTT, Director of Squash, Stanford University
“This comprehensive and unique guide contains a wealth of information - perfect for every squash parent
guiding the development of a young squash player.”
ROBERT GRAHAM, Director of Squash, Santa Barbara Athletic Club
"We have been waiting for a book like this. Millman and Morque cover every aspect of junior squash, from the
first lesson to preparing for college.”
JAMES ZUG, Author, Squash: A History of the Game
“Richard Millman is a squash master. He and Georgetta Morque have written a wonderful squash parenting
book. Raising Big Smiling Squash Kids is a jewel. I only wish that I could have read it 15 years ago. I plan to
keep my copy on the shelf next to Dr. Spock’s Baby and Childcare.”
SANFORD M. SCHWARTZ, Chariman, CitySquash – An Urban Youth Enrichment Program
“We learn how to be involved, how to encourage the dream, and find a balance with parental involvement.”
GINA RITTER, Westchester Parent Magazine
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Foreword
KEVIN D. KLIPSTEIN
Chief Executive Officer
US Squash Racquets Association
I am delighted to have the opportunity, in my capacity as the Chief
Executive Officer of the United States Squash Racquets Association
(USSRA), to write the foreward for Richard Millman and Georgetta
Morque's exciting new book.
Squash in the United States is entering what is perhaps its golden era in the
Junior game. We are seeing rapidly increasing numbers of both
recreational and competitive players. New programs, clubs and courts are
springing up everywhere across the country. The U.S. Junior Open attracts
more players each year.
U.S. college squash, for so long a stable cornerstone of the game, is
enjoying even greater growth now than in recent history. The addition of
the Stanford women's varsity program in 2006 has made the American
game of squash truly nationwide. And with so many leading colleges
developing programs, the rest of the world is watching very closely as the
opportunities for a first class education in the U.S. are enhanced for serious
junior squash players.
Of course, with all of this new interest, there are many questions asked by
new parents, teachers and students. Here, in Raising Big Smiling Squash
Kids, Richard Millman and Georgetta Morque have come to the aid of
squash associations, schools, colleges, clubs and programs around the
world in offering answers to those questions in their comprehensive road
map for young squash players.
We at the USSRA are pleased this book is now available as a valuable day
to day tool in the development of our sport.
Kevin D. Klipstein
Chief Executive Officer
U.S. Squash Racquets Association

Introduction
“Before I got married I had six theories about bringing up children; now I
have six children and no theories.”
JOHN WILMOT, Earl of Rochester.

s

quash can offer your kid unparalleled benefits – opportunities to
travel the world, a sport that can be enjoyed no matter what the
weather, and a game where you don’t always need a partner for
practice. Plus: friendship, character building, and a lifetime of health and
optimum fitness. Whether you know squash or not; whether your kid is 2
or 18 and just starting out, or has a few years of squash experience, this
book offers a complete roadmap to all the game has to offer. You’ll find
practical advice ranging from the best age to get your kid started in squash,
to pursuing a career in professional squash, to finding ways squash players
can give back to their communities.
Picture a young boy of 12 on a competitive boarding school
squash team in England. He’s terrified of his coach, who is rumored to use
the stump on slow learners. Four teammates just ahead of him won major
tournaments and became the number one ranked player in England in his
age group. That boy was, in fact, Richard Millman, co-author of this book,
who won his first tournament at 18 and, unlike many of his former
teammates, ended up dedicating his life to the sport. In spite of his rough
start, Richard was persuaded to continue playing and eventually found that
squash is more than just a sport, it’s a vehicle that connects people from all
walks of life and opens doors wherever you go.
My first experience with squash was not quite as dramatic but
equally unusual. After my father’s unexpected death when I was 6, the
New York Athletic Club dedicated its squash courts to him and hosted an
annual tournament in his memory. Those were the days when ladies
needed to wear high heels to get into the place and were unwelcome as
members. Each year, I would sit in the cold gallery and watch some of the
country’s best male players whip the hard squash ball around with wooden
racquets. Afterwards, I presented trophies to the winners. Year after year, I
began to wonder if squash was somehow related to my dad’s incredible
personality, drive, and success. In time, I began to understand that squash
and important life skills did indeed work hand-in-hand
Squash is just as much a social skill as it is a sport. Squash can
break down barriers and become almost ambassadorial in nature. Because
it’s a truly global sport, you can travel anywhere in the world and squash
can be an entrée to an entire network of new friends and opportunities.
You can be from Japan and go to a squash club in England, or vice versa,

and say you play squash and immediately become connected with people,
professionals and links to many new paths and discoveries. Whether
you’re a weekend warrior or world class pro, there is familiarity among
players everywhere. And unlike some other sports, even the world
champion is someone you can feel comfortable talking to.
Chances are, if you’ve picked up this book, you’re beyond
thinking that squash is a vegetable or a game played in a stuffy men’s club.
Perhaps you’re a player who’d like to get your child started in this fun life
sport. Or maybe you’re a parent new to squash who has heard of its great
benefits but don’t have a clear picture of how to get started, or what it
might be like.
Why this book? There have been numerous books written on
squash drills and tactics, yet none have focused on junior squash or
provided guidelines for parents. When you consider that kids invented
squash back in the 1830s by hitting balls against walls in the schoolyard at
the Harrow School in England, it seems appropriate that a book address the
junior squash experience, especially since more kids are playing squash
today than ever before.
But more importantly, Richard and I feel driven to help others
help their kids enjoy the benefits of squash. Richard always feels great
when players he has coached have gone on to coach others and is proud
when players come up to him after many years and say, “the lessons you
gave me were fantastic.” Almost all the players he coached are still
involved in the game. For me, I never had opportunities to play as a kid; I
was always an observer. If I could go back in time, I would have made
squash a big part of my childhood.
With the US converting from hardball to the international softball
game over the past 10 years, squash has become easier for even the
smallest kids to master. While the slower ball, bigger racquets and wider
court have helped introduce squash to more players, longer rallies have
brought a new set of challenges. The demands of fitness, skill and patience
are much greater. Many kids are becoming proficient very quickly so
reaching higher levels is keenly competitive.
Whether your child is heading for a competitive career, college
squash or recreational fun, this book will guide you through everything
from getting started to the mental strength needed for competition. You
will be given simple steps to get through what could be a complicated
maze. Squash parenting poses unique challenges and with our combined
experiences—world-class coach and parent—we can help address these
issues. Both of us have seen or been through the ups and downs of raising
squash kids.

The overriding emphasis of the book is to offer a complete and
practical guide for the squash parent and coach. “More info.” This phrase,
used throughout the book, will connect you to important Websites and
references. Linking this way makes the book an easy read while allowing
access to thousands of pages of up-to-date and in-depth information and
contacts.
If your kids are not involved in squash, I hope this work inspires
you to consider introducing them to the sport. This book will empower you
to raise kids who swing the squash racquet with aplomb, their happy
smiles a testament to the joy you helped them find in this great sport.
Richard and I believe every squash enthusiast is a kid at heart, and I hope
you’ll end up smiling, too, after reading this book. We wish your squash
kid(s), and you, a joyous life. Your stories and experiences are of great
interest to both of us; your comments are always welcome.
Richard Millman
ricahardo@yahoo.com

Georgetta Lordi Morque
glmorque@aol.com

